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“The speckled sky is dim with snow, 

The light flakes falter and fall slow; 

Athwart the hill-top, rapt and pale, 

Silently drops a silvery veil; 

By flickering curtains gray and thin.” 

      J. T. Trowbridge 

 

A striking change, indeed, to find when morning breaks, a blanket of crystal white 

enshrouding hill and dale!  Is not the first snowfall of the season always a welcome surprise?  

The black plowed fields have become transformed and glisten in the sunlight, while the barren 

bleak trees sparkle in the morning rays, and the white neighboring roofs magnify the smoke 

curling from the chimneys.  Enchanting, yes, a winter fairyland! 

“Nature is beautiful always beautiful!  Every little flake of snow is a perfect crystal, and 

they fall together as gracefully as if fairies of the air caught water-drops and made them into 

artificial flowers to garland the wings of the wind.”—Mrs. L. M. Child. 

Approximately four centuries ago, 1555, Olaus Magnus—a Swedish Archbishop of 

Upsala, commenced studying snow crystals with a magnifying lens.  He made several drawings 

of snow crystals which he carefully described.  Today, they are considered crude, but we must 

not forget that his work was accomplished prior to the invention of the microscope.  Some 

excellent drawings of snow crystals were made by a Scotch Arctic explorer named William 

Scoresby about three centuries later. 

Very little scientific effort has been expended in this direction until recently when it was 

discovered how to make snowflake prints.  Perhaps, some of you readers might be interested in 

this as a hobby.  Obtain a piece of black velvet about two feet square, a knitting needle, a glass 

slide (small piece of glass), and a solution of farmvor (available at a local drug store).  The best 

time to collect them is at a temperature slightly below 30 degrees.  Make sure that your 

collecting equipment is the same temperature as that outside when you are ready to make your 

print.  After you have spread your velvet on the ground, dip you knitting needle into the formvar 

solution and touch the glass slide to deposit the drop suspended on the needle’s point.  Proceed 

by selecting a snow crystal and transfer it to the slide by touching it with the needle’s point.  

(Enough moisture remains on the tip of the needle after removing the drop to make this transfer 

possible).  Soon the crystal and the solution will evaporate leaving an outline of the snowflake on 

the slide which one may examine at leisure under the microscope. 

Consider for a moment the millions of flakes descending in a local snowfall—then, 

reflect on the amount which falls throughout the universe, especially in the polar areas where 

snowfall is almost a daily occurrence.  Observations have thus far shown that no two flakes are 

alike.  Is it possible?  One is overwhelmed with the very thought of such variation!  However, all 

of these flakes are either six-sided or six-pointed figures, but this in the first place, greatly limits 

the possibilities of design and secondly, reveals a divinely uniform plan according to which each 

one is made.  What a great evidence of God’s divine providence and Master mind in creation—

infinite diversity within the limits of one pattern! 



What is snow?  Superflous though the question may seem, it nevertheless is frequently 

answered incorrectly.  Many consider it to be frozen rain, but frozen rain is called “sleet”.  When 

rain freezes upon contact with the cold earth it is termed “glaze” (not sleet).  Frozen water vapor 

is called snow.  The minute moisture particles freeze upon contact with the cold atmosphere, and 

when these particles unite and become large enough, they descend in the form of snow.  The air 

always contains moisture (water vapor) which, in cold weather, freezes and falls as snow.  Large 

flakes, which are more common in mild winter weather, are in reality a collection of several 

crystals loosely banded together.  Occasionally, snowflakes strike a warm layer of air in their 

descent causing a partial thawing and then freeze again as they near the earth resulting in a white 

“sugary” or refrozen flake which the Germans call “graupel”.  As the American meteorologists 

have no substitute term we also use the word “graupel” for refrozen snow. 

Generally speaking, the appearance of the crystals is indicative of the weather thru which 

the flake passed.  Although there are no definite types of flakes, nevertheless, there are two 

general classifications: on cold dry days the crystals are small straight-sided plain figures formed 

high in the air, while on mild moist days the flakes are large feathery six-pointed stars shaped in 

the lower atmosphere. 

Strange to say the average rainfall of the U. S. is 28 inches which coincides perfectly with 

the annual average snowfall—also 28 inches.  However, twenty-eight inches of snow is the 

equivalent of two and eight-tenths inches of rain, since 10 inches of snow when melted equals 

one inch of water.  In other words, 10 percent of our average annual rainfall descends in the form 

of snow.  In the winter of 1906-1907, a record snowfall of 73 inches fell in Tamarack, California.  

During a four day period at Vanceboro, Maine, it is recorded that eight feet descended. 

During the last decade a Hungarian scientist working on a Smithsonian fellowship 

investigated reports of red and violet snows present in the Arctic region.  After personal research 

she found to her amazement vast fields of these colored snows.  Soon she discovered that the 

color was due to microscopic plants, called algae, which grew in profusion on the snow receiving 

their nourishment from the dust settling on the snow.  She found approximately fifty different 

varieties of this plant.  Later she endeavored to grow them in her laboratory high in the Swiss 

Alps. 

In Scripture we find several references to snow as a symbol of purity and a standard of 

whiteness.  The prophet Isaiah acknowledged it as a source of moisture to the ground (Is. 55:10) 

and Solomon mentions it in Proverbs 25:13 as a means of refreshment in the heat of harvest, 

while in Job we find a reference to it as useful for washing and cleaning.  Various other verses 

mention it, and we know that the summit of Mount Hermon is crowned the year ‘round with 

white, while Mount Lebanon often retains its carpet of snow late in summer. 

“He sends His swift commandment, 

And snow and ice enfold 

The world, and none are able 

To stand before His cold. 

 

Again He gives commandment; 

The winds of summer blow,  

The snow and ice are melted, 

Again the waters flow.” 
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